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AA spiral-lik e disk of ionize d gas in IC 1459 

Publishedd in Astronomy & Astrophysics 228, L9 (1990) 

Co-authors::  H.U. N0rgaard-Nielsen, L. Hansen, H.E. J0rgensen, T. de Jong 

Abstrac t t 

Wee report the discovery of a large (15 kpc diameter) Ha+[NIf ] emission-line region in the 
ellipticall  galaxy IC 1459, showing weak spiral-lik e structure. The major  axis of the disk of 
ionizedd gas coincides with that of the stellar  body of the galaxy. The mass of the ionized gas is 
estimatedd to be ~ 1 10s M 0, less than 1% of the total mass of gas present in IC 1459. The total 
gass mass of 4 107 M Q has been estimated from the dust mass derived from a colour  index image 
andd the IRAS data. We speculate that the presence of dust and gas hi IC 1459 is a signature of 
aa merger  event. 

1.11 Introductio n 

Contrar yy to the traditiona l view of elliptical galaxies as being essentially free of interstellar 
matter ,, advances in instrumental sensitivity have caused a recent renaissance of interest 
inn dust and gas in elliptical galaxies. Many elliptical galaxies are now known to contain 
dustt  lanes (Hawarden et al. 1981, J0rgensen et al. 1983, Sadler  &  Gerhardt 1985, Ebneter 
&&  Bahck 1985, Sparks et al 1985, Hansen et al. 1985, Ebneter  et al. 1988, Véron-Cetty 
&&  Véron 1988), HI  gas (Knapp et al. 1985), hot (~ 107 K) X-ray gas (Forman et al. 1985, 
Canizaress et al. 1987) and ionized gas (Caldwell 1984, Phillip s et al. 1986). Moreover, 
Juraa et al. (1987) have shown that the Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) detected 
moree than 50% of the elliptical galaxies with Bj- < 11 mag. in the Revised Shapley-Ames 
CatalogCatalog (RSA, Sandage k Tammann, 1981), indicating the presence of 107 - 108 M© of 
coldd interstellar  matter. Thus dust and gas in ellipticals seems to be quite common. 

Too study the origin and evolution of interstellar  matter  in elliptical galaxies systemati-
callyy we are currentl y undertaking a survey of all ellipticals with Bj- < 12 mag. in the RSA 
catalog.. This survey aims at obtaining deep CCD colour  index images and narrow-band 
(Ha+[NII] )) images as well as spectroscopic data. 

Thee broad-band and narrow-band CCD observations of IC 1459, one of the galaxies 
inn our  sample, turned out to be so strikin g and unusual that we decided to present the 
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resultss in this Letter. The data show the existence of a large (15 kpc for H0 = 50 km s_1 

Mpc~J)) emission-line region in the centre of IC 1459. There is a slight indication of spiral 
structuree in the ionized gas. 

Thee giant elliptical IC 1459 {BT = 10.96, M B = -21 .61, cf. RSA) is a member of 
aa group of galaxies (group no. 15 of Huchra and Geiler (1982)), containing 10 galaxies. 
Ass already noticed by Sparks et al. (1985), there is some dust absorption near its centre. 
Thee colour index image presented in this paper confirms this result. I t is one of the 
feww ellipticals which are detected by IRAS in all four passbands (Jura et al. 1987). I t 
iss also a compact, powerful radio source with a brightness of 1.0 Jy at 6 cm (Sadler et 
alal 1989). Finally, it has been detected by the EINSTEIN satellite (Forman et al. 1985). 
AA deep photograph by Malin (1985) shows faint "arms" in the outer regions of IC 1459, 
suggestivee of a recent merging collision. This suggestion is supported by the discovery of 
aa fast (170 0 km s_ 1) counter-rotating core by Franx & Illingworth (1988). 

1.22 The observations 

Broad-bandd imaging of IC 1459 was performed using the ESO CCD camera system at-
tachedd to the ESO/MPI 2.2m telescope on La Silla, Chile. The detector was an RCA 
CCDD with a pixel size of 30 fim yielding a scale of 0'.'351 per pixel and a sensitive area of 
approximatelyy 180" x 112". The seeing was l'/7 (FWHM) as measured from stars in the 
CCDD images. The galaxy was observed through Johnson B and V filters with exposure 
timess of 4 x 15 and 5 x 3 min., respectively. 

Thee narrow-band images were taken at the Danish 1.5m telescope on La Silla equipped 
withh an RCA CCD chip with a pixel size of 15 /Am. We binned these frames by four pixels 
inn order to reduce the effect of read-out noise, yielding a scale of 0'/475 per binned pixel 
andd a field of 240" x 150". The seeing was l'/6 FWHM. We made two exposures of 1 
hourr each through two 100 A(FWHM) wide filters: one centered at A6600 containing 
thee redshifted Ha and [NII]AA6548,6583 lines and one centered at A6900 transmitt ing 
continuumm light only. 

Thee reduction procedure was carried out using the ESO IHA P and MIDA S image 
processingg systems. After subtraction of bias level and dark counts, division by a flat-
fieldfield frame obtained from exposures of the dome in scattered sunlight, removal of hot/cold 
columnss and elimination of cosmic events using a 3 x 3 median filter, we aligned the 
reducedd frames in order to match the stellar images in the field. This alignment proved 
too be accurate to within 0.02 pixel. The subtraction of the sky background was done in 
thee following way: 

1.. For the broad-band images, the sky background was determined from separate 
framess taken some 10 arcmin south of the galaxy centre, since the present CCD 
framess are not large enough to include an empty region of sky background. In this 
case,, the amount of galaxy light at the edge of the V images turned out to be 115% 
relativee to that of the sky background V images. 

2.. For the narrow-band images, the background was determined in an empty part of 
thee frames, some 2 arcmin NW of the galaxy centre. Here we neglected the small 
contributionn of light from IC 1459 since it does not affect our results. 
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Figuree 1.1. Upper left: The B- V image of the central (100" X 100") part ofIC 1459. 
NorthNorth is up and east is left. Red features show as black. The very centre is redder 
thanthan the surrounding parts of the galaxy by E(B-V) = 0.07; mean E(B-V) of 
thethe dusty features in the central area is 0.03. Lower left: Cross-cut through the 
centrecentre of the B- V image along the major axis of the broad-band isophotes. The 
positionspositions are relative to the centre. Negative positions are to the NE, positive 
toto the SW. Upper right: The Hct-h[NII]  image of the central (100" X 100") part 
ofICofIC 1459. Orientation as in B-V image. Emission shows as black. Weak spiral 
structurestructure shows up in an extended disk. Faintest grey level corresponds to a surface 
brightnessbrightness of 0.510"16 erg s'1 cmT2 arcsec'2. Total Ha + [Nil]  luminosity is 1.91041 

ergg s_1 for H0 = 50 km s_ 1Mpc_ 1. Lower right: Cross-cut through the centre of 
thethe Ha+[NII]  image along the major axis of the broad-band isophotes. Positions 
asas in adjacent cross-cut plot 
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Thee final B -V colour index image of IC 1459 was obtained by dividing the V image by 
thee B image. With the present high-quality data this technique reliably reveals features 
redderr than about 0.005 in B—V over their surroundings. 

Too produce the final emission-line maps, we scaled the off-line image to the on-line 
imagee by comparing the counts in the two frames not too close to the dusty features as 
determinedd from the colour index image (Fig. 1.1). After scaling the off-line image it was 
subtractedd from the on-line image, yielding an image containing emission only. The result 
iss also given in Fig. 1.1, showing the distribution of Ha+[NII] emission from IC 1459. 

1.33 Results 

1.3.11 The distr ibution of the dust 

Inn the B -V colour index image of IC 1459 a red, diifuse nuclear region shows up, slightly 
elongatedd in the NE-SW direction. By summing scan lines through the red feature we find 
thatt the feature corresponds to a deficit of light in the B image relative to the V image, 
andd therefore the red feature is probably caused by absorbing dust. The very centre 
iss redder than the unreddened part of the surroundings by E(B-V) = 0.07; the mean 
colourr excess of the dusty feature equals E(B-V) = 0.03 over an area of 1083 (arcsec)2. 
Adoptingg a distance to IC 1459 of 33 Mpc (H0 = 50 km s"1 Mpc"1) and assuming 
aa ratio of neutral hydrogen column density to colour excess similar to the galactic value 
N H /E(B-V)) = 5.8 1021 cm"2 mag"1 (Bohlin et al. 1978) we find Mga8 = 3.6 107 M 0. This 
dustt mass estimate may be compared with an estimate based on the IRAS 60 and 100 ^m 
fluxdensities,fluxdensities, using eq. (4) of Jura (1986). Adopting a far-infrared (50 fim < A < 250/im) 
dustt opacity KX = 2.4 103 A;1 cm2 g"1 (Hildebrand 1983) and a uniform temperature of 35 
KK as derived from the ratio of S100 and Sso (Jura et al. 1987), we find a radiating dust mass 
off  3.9 105 M©. With a standard Galactic gas-to-dust ratio this implies Mgas ~ 4 107 M 0, 
whichh agrees very well with the gas mass estimated from the colour index image. The 
gass masses mentioned above are in agreement with the upper limit Mm < 2 108 M0 as 
derivedd by Walsh et at. (1990) from radio observations. 

1.3.22 The distributio n of the ionized gas 

Thee Ha+[NII] emission-line gas in IC 1459 is distributed in a large disk, showing weak 
spirall  structure. Its largest extent is about 96" (corresponding to 15 kpc) in the NE-SW 
directionn and about 60" in the NW-SE direction. We notice that the emission peaks at 
thee centre of the galaxy, and that the major axis of the spiral disk-like emission feature 
moree or less coincides with that of the main body of the galaxy, consistent with the fact 
thatt Franx k Dlingworth (1988) find that the ionized gas in the centre rotates along the 
majorr axis. 

Phillipss et al (1986) have published a long-slit spectrum of IC 1459 centered on Ha 
takenn in P.A. 144°, i.e., almost perpendicular to the long axis of the disk of ionized gas. 
Thuss their line intensities are refering to the nuclear region only. Adopting their value 
off  the emission-line ratio [NII]A6583/Ha = 1.44 as given by Phillips et al. and a ratio 
[NHIAÜ ÜÜ

 = 3 M s et bv atomic physics we derive an Ha luminosity L(Ha) = 5.3 1040 

ergg s"1 from our Ha+[NII] map. The equal strengths of the [SIIJA6717 and A6731 lines 
inn the spectrum of Phillips et al. imply an electron density of ~ 103 cm- 3 (Osterbrock 
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1974).. Applying standard recombination theory to an ionized gas with T = 104 K (Case 
B,, Osterbrock 1974) we derive an ionized gas mass of 

MMHIIHII ==L{HL{H °°)mHn)mHn'>'>  = 1.2 10* MQ 

wheree m# is the mass of the Hydrogen atom, np is the proton density and jna is the 
recombinationn emission coefficient for Ha at T = 104 K (Brocklehurst 1971). This gas mass 
estimatee may be regarded upon as upper limit since we do not have a direct knowledge of 
thee proton density in the faint outer regions of the extended disk, which could be much 
smallerr than the nuclear value. However, the bulk of the Ha luminosity is concentrated 
inn the nuclear region. Thus the error in the quoted mass of ionized gas is probably small. 

1.44 Discussion 

Apartt from a red nuclear region supposedly caused by dust, IC 1459 is found to exhibit 
extendedd Ha+[NII] emission with an irregular distribution in the innermost 10", and an 
extendedd disk of which the major axis coincides with that of the broad-band continuum 
isophotes.. The colour index map and the Ha+[Nil] map are showing some major differ-
ences.. First, the colour index map shows a smooth, diffuse colour gradient in the central 
redd region, whereas the Ha+[NII] intensity peaks very strongly in the centre (notice the 
differentt scales of the two cross-cut plots). Second, the diffuse "dust patches" as seen in 
Fig.. 1.1 extend into the outer parts of the galaxy along a position angle which signifi-
cantlyy deviates from that of the major axis of the disk of ionized gas. Thus the neutral 
andd ionized gas in IG 1459 seem to be distributed in a different way. This is contrary 
too the case in other ellipticals where both colour-index and Ha+[NII] maps are available 
(e.g.,, NGC 4696, N0rgaard-Nielsen & J0rgensen 1984; NGC 4374, Hansen et al. 1985). 
Inn these ellipticals (both strong X-ray emitters) the dust and ionized gas is distributed 
similarly. . 

Thee morphology of the interstellar medium in IG 1459 suggests that the presence 
off  dust and gas in this galaxy is due to a merger event. Since the disk of ionized gas 
coincidess with the photometric major axis throughout its measurable size of 15 kpc, the 
theoreticall  study by Tohline et al. (1982) suggests that the merging collision has taken 
placee ~ 3 109 yrs ago. This estimate depends on the initial orientation of the smaller 
galaxyy with respect to the giant elliptical. The innermost part of the emission-line region 
iss not ellipsoidal but rather irregular, indicating a young phenomenon. As to the weak 
spirall  structure of the extended disk, this is probably not a remnant of the intrinsic shape 
off  the smaller gas-rich galaxy. Tidal forces during the merging collision will have removed 
anyy pre-existing structure. The spiral-like structure might reflect the response of the gas 
inn the gravitational potential of the elliptical galaxy. 

Regardingg the possible ionization mechanisms for the gas, we can probably exclude 
heatt conduction from hot X-ray gas. Although IC 1459 has been detected by the EIN-
STEINN satellite, the data by Canizares et al. (1987) show that its X-ray luminosity is 
probablyy dominated by the contribution of discrete sources (binary X-ray sources, glob-
ularr clusters and single low-mass stars). Thus the amount of hot gas in IC 1459 is 
presumablyy small. 

Ann interesting possibility is ionization by shock-heating in cloud-cloud collisions to be 
expectedd while the gas captured by the giant elliptical is settling down to a rotating disk. 
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I nn the "classical black hole scenario"  (Gunn 1979) transport of gas fuels a compact 
centrall  source which produces ionizing photons. The spectrum of the nucleus of IC 1459 
byy Phillip s et a/. (1986) is typical of the so-called Low Ionization Nuclear  Emission-
lin ee Regions (LINERs , Heekman 1980) and shows a broad [NII]A658 3 line (426 km s"1 

FWHM) .. This is indeed suggestive of photoionization by a central non-thermal source (see 
e.g.,, Ferland k Netzer  1983; Keel 1983). Moreover, IC 1459 is identified with the radio 
sourcee PKS 2254—367 which is a compact active radio galaxy with a spectral index ~0.0 
(Disneyy &  Wall 1977) and it has a large far-infrare d F25/F6o flux rati o (Jura et a/. 1987), 
whichh is characteristic of an active nucleus (de Grij p et at. 1985, 1992). 

Alternatively ,, the emission-line activity may be the consequence of one or  several vi-
olentt  bursts of star  formation , triggered by the merging collision. From the observed Ha 
fluxflux  in the extended disk we derive N*V = 1.5 1010 pc3cm- 6, using standard (Case B) 
recombinationn theory for  a gas with an electron temperature of T = 104 K (Osterbrock 
1974).. This implies a total Hydrogen recombination rate a2N*V — 1 1052 s_1 which 
cann be maintained by ~3 104 BO stars (Osterbrock 1974). Adopting My = - 4 .0 and 
B - VV = -0 .29 for  a BO star  (Kuruc z 1979) we obtain B ~ 16.6 due to early-type stars. 
Thee observed B magnitude in the corresponding area equals B = 12.7 so that the ob-
servedd amount of Ha emission could be due to recently formed early-type stars, which 
aree unobservable in the broad-band photometry. 

Mor ee severe constrains on the source of ionization and the kinematics of the extended 
emission-linee regions in IC 1459 cannot be put unti l high signal-to-noise spectroscopic 
dataa are available. 


